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PSN COLLECTION
Less is more

La Passione Cycling Couture® brand new signature Collection is a minimalist yet colorful line.
The aim was finding the exact balance between technical aspects and fashionable details.

The new Collection includes Jerseys, Midweight Jerseys, Gloves and Socks in different colors; Bib 
Shorts and forthcoming Lightweight Bib Shorts in Black and Blue.

It’s a full look Collection for both mid and warm season.
The whole Collection is made with premium Italian dyed fabrics and all the details, from the zips up 
to the bibs straps or the gloves cuff pipings, are perfectly color matching.

All items are characterized by extremely clean lines and understated details. See the deep solid 
shades chosen and the low sheen logos.
The style treat is the fancy hem on the Jerseys back and sleeves: understated definitely doesn’t 
mean boring.

The Jerseys, both the new mid season Midweight edition - made with a heavier and warmer yarn - 
and the regular one, have a Pro Race cut fit, with a basic dapper collar and longer sleeves. The 
Jersey will be soon available in two shades, Black and Fuchsia, in the waisted women fit too.

The Bibs are described as “everything modern cyclists have been looking for until today, not only 
speaking of in the saddle comfort”. This thanks to the refined ergonomic multi panel structure and 
the newest Pad model chosen, as usual made by Elastic Interface. It’s developed for very long rides 
with an advanced anatomical construction. Same pad and embracing fit for the lightweight version, 
realized with a lighter fabric, it’s designed for the most scorching rides or the toughest climbs, while 
maintaining a high-degree compression and comfort.
The Gloves are made exactly with the same dyed fabric of the Jerseys, for a classy matching kit. The 
Socks are finely embossed with the Italian yarn Meryl® Skinlife™.

“We firmly believe we can design high performing, pleasing to wear and technically refined items at 
affordable prices. Thanks to our DtC business model: we cut out the middlemen and sell directly to 
cyclists the items we wear and test during our weekends.”, Giuliano Ragazzi, La Passione CEO and 
co-founder.
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